**Wordlikeness judgments and the syntactic categories of Chinese compound roots**

The hypothesis that words are lexically stored with their syntactic categories has been controversial (e.g., Barner & Bale, 2002, vs. Momma, 2016). It is even less clear whether the syntactic categories of compound-internal root morphemes are stored. In Chinese, Packard (2000) argues that compound structure depends on root categories, yet he admits that for some roots, category actually depends on compound structure. Zhang (2007a) extends this latter observation, arguing that a variety of phenomena in Chinese compounds are best explained if roots are underspecified for syntactic category.

This study addresses this question using wordlikeness judgments (cf. Aronoff & Schvaneveldt, 1978) in Chinese. We presented 3,000 randomly generated nonlexical two-root strings to 51 native speakers of Taiwan Mandarin, and asked them to make speeded judgments for whether they were like or unlike Mandarin. Family size (Schreuder & Baayen, 1997), a measure of lexical typicality, was quantified as the mean log number of real two-character words sharing a test item’s first or second root in the same position. Syntactic category was assigned to each root based on its most common part of speech as a free word in the Academia Sinica Balanced Corpus (Chen et al., 1996). Because the two-root strings were nonwords, no word-level syntactic category could be assigned objectively, so we analyzed just the 550 NN (noun-noun) and 376 VV (verb-verb) items; Chinese strongly tends to treat NN and VV compounds as nominal and verbal, respectively (Packard, 2000).

Our key questions were how and when lexical typicality and syntactic category affected wordlikeness. In answer to the first question, a mixed-effects logistic regression on judgment choice revealed a significant positive effect of family size on acceptability, but an interaction with syntactic category showed that this effect was significantly stronger for NN compounds (Figure 1). This was not an artifact of lexical statistics because z score scaling eliminated differences in the NN and VV family size distributions, so participants were truly more sensitive to lexical typicality in NN than in VV items. Moreover, judgments for NN items, though not significantly higher or lower than those for VV items, were made significantly faster, suggesting that they were based on readily accessible lexical typicality information.

Following Baayen & Blanche (2017), we then used dynamic survival analysis to probe the temporally evolving probability of a decision “surviving” until the “Mandarin-like” button was pressed. Figure 2 shows that before leveling off, the cumulative incidence of acceptance rapidly increased as a function of family size, becoming significant (with the 95% confidence band rising above zero) by 579 milliseconds after stimulus onset. By contrast, the interaction of family size with syntactic category only became significant later, at 977 milliseconds.

Together these results are consistent with previous linguistic claims that Chinese NN compounds are lexical wholes, whereas VV compounds behave as if composed in the syntax (Packard, 2000; Zhang, 2007b). Yet the time course analysis also shows that this syntactic information is activated late: wordlikeness is initially judged in a category-free manner.
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